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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Jonathan Lloyd – Transport Director with Vectos part of SLRWorking largely in development but also involved with local authorities and planning bodies in transport and mobilityI’m here today to talk about the opportunity net zero carbon transport presents for rural settlements and in particular rural towns and villages



• Rural locations struggle to attract investment due to their 
perceived low demand for travel

• As of  2020, 10 million people in England lived in rural locations 
(Midlands Connect, 2022)

• According to DEFRA, in 2020, only 10% of  personal travel was 
made using public transport in most rural areas 
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Introduction

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
It’s widely acknowledged that rural settlements have struggled to attract investment, with higher density settlements seeing the lions share of investment based on a perceived cost benefit.Rural locations struggle to attract investment due to their perceived low demand for travelAs of 2020, 10 million people in England lived in rural locations According to DEFRA, in 2020, only 10% of personal travel was made using public transport in most rural areas At Vectos we have been involved in a number of studies that look either directly, or indirectly at rural transport, from impacts on current mobility choice, as well as opportunity and forecasting.  The key study I focus on today is RTPI study, but I also draw upon the SMARTA project, focused on rural mobility which includes a number of European partners, and draws on case studies around the UK and EuropeTravel in Urban and Rural areas (publishing.service.gov.uk)the_future_of_rural_mobility_report_final.pdf (midlandsconnect.uk)https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1087017/Individual_transport_and_travel_section_writeup_final.pdf 
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RTPI: The role of  spatial planning and 
place based solutions for net zero transport

“...the scale of the 
challenge demands a 
step change in both the 
breadth and scale of 
ambition and we have 
a duty to act quickly 
and decisively to 
reduce emissions”
- Government 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I co-authored a report for the Royal Town Planning Institute titled Net Zero Transport: The role of spatial planning and place based solutionsThe objective of the report was to identify a pathway to net zero transport, focused on masterplanning, place creation, reinforcing communities to reduce the need to travel, travel locally and access low carbon mobilityThe study used real data from real settlements to profile four theoretical places representing a metropolitan city to a village.The theoretical places were:The Wotton City region: a polycentric conurbationCastlemore: a regional unicentric cityStoneborough: a regeneration townEbsham: a village in the county of MonteshireThe paper found that different places can achieve up to 80% reduction in surface transport emissions by 2030, but the greatest gains related to places that generate the longest trips, and therefore, the greatest change might be seen in villages and towns rather than cities, depending on the success of the interventions.  The greatest challenge to achieving NET Zero however, is likely to be in rural areas which are more reliant on the private car
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SA M Framework 
& Interventions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As part of the study, Vectos developed the Sustainable Accessibility Mobility Framework, also known as the SAM framework, which prioritises mobility interventions, firstly focusing on substituting trips, then localising trips and shifting modes and finally switching fuels.Different interventions or combinations of interventions were required for different typologies. In the village typology there was a high level of out-commuting observed and public transport provision was poor. In the post intervention scenario, key measures focused on containment of movement within the settlement, facilitating home working and local work hubs, local mobility hubs, improving access on rural lanes for active travel and greater levels of public transport, alongside demand responsive transport which is more efficient with offers a broader range of destinations.  Alongside this technology and community collaboration enabled greater levels of containment which in turn better supports local services.
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1) Land Use

3) Infrastructure

2) Technology

Key 
Intervention 
Packages:
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Most of the interventions are symbiotic and can be combined into packagesImage 1: 20 minute neighbour hoodSo that’s a neighbourhood with facilities that meet the needs of the community through a short walk or cycleIt aligns spatial and urban planning with transport planning to make it easier for people to live locallyImage 2: Technology, which takes many forms but a key emerging measure is MAAS, or mobility as a serviceThis is an interface (often an app) through which users can access mobility in their community, such as car and bike share, public transport and demand responsive transport through a single platformIt often provides on-demand access to time data on transport services, which can be helpful in rural locations where public transport frequencies can be lowImage 3 - Mobility hub:Mobility hubs provide access to mobility where people can switch from one mode of transport to another or access sustainable mobility for short term useThis supports greener travel, reduces the need to travel and reduces reliance on the private carThe mobility hub can be a focus for social interaction and often then attracts local commerce and investment



• Large scale infrastructure interventions

• Small shifts across a large population

• Still roads focused
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Challenges for Urban Settlements 
and New Communities
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Presentation Notes
To put the rural opportunity into context, it’s important to point out the challenges that urban settlements face in the context of net zero transportInvestment in urban areas is often focused on major infrastructure projects which can take time to fund and deliverMany metropolitan cites have already seen significant shifts to sustainable travel and marked decrease in car ownership.  So further modal shift may be modest, albeit the benefits can be seen over a large population areaThere continues to be criticism over car dependency of the new generation of towns and cities, which highlights a disconnect between net zero ambitions and the reality of planning and placemakingMany current garden towns and villages are still promoting new roads and major motorway junctions, this is changing, but slowly
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The New Normal:

• Working from home

• Accessing services and commerce online

• More activity throughout the day
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Before I get onto the opportunities for rural settlements, we are already seeing changes in living practices post covid that benefit those living in rural areasThe obvious one is working from home and online shopping, both of which reduce the need for travel, this is something that has been commonplace in rural settlements for years, but has still increased significantly post-COVIDThe cost of living crisis makes working from home even more attractive with average travel cost having increased by £58 per person per monthAccess to services which are often located in major towns and cities can now be done online, reducing the need to travel, and the need to work in these locations to undertake supplementary tripsAnd there’s a complementary benefit to local services and commerce where people are resident in their community throughout the day
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Local Living; It already Exists
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Of Course Local Living already exists and core services are often already in place, but aren’t always well supported.  These include:Local shopsPost OfficeSchoolsCommunity centre or Village HallLeisure and Access to the countrysidePubsDoctors surgeryThe provision of core services within a town or village plays a significant role in reducing the need to travel.



• Changing living patterns offer greater viability to retain 
and expand local services and facilities

• Funding opportunities exist through:

1) Sustainable population growth and S106, best achieved 
through the neighbourhood plan process

2) Local Authority funds

3) Direct Government Investment through sustainable 
transport fund programmes
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Opportunities for Rural 
Communities 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Viability is a key factorServices in towns and villages have been dwindling in the past, but higher levels of local living now help to sustain these facilities, and even help to support growth of exiting and new services and commerceSmaller scale interventions in rural areas are easier to fund and deliver.The government recently launched the Rural Mobility fund and there are many other funding opportunities for rural communities to apply forAnd well planned modest development through Local Plans and neighbourhood Development Plans offer opportunity for investment through S106
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Infrastructure Investment at a 
local scale

• SMARTA proposals
• Smaller scale interventions with more 

‘bang for buck’
• Significant potential for carbon 

savingsBad Birnbach Connected 
Autonomous Vehicles (CAV)

Rural Transport Program, Ireland 
National Mobility as a Service (MaaS) 
Framework, Finland

Rural Mobility hub, 
Netherlands
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide just highlights a few on-the-ground schemes already in play.Some of these are examples which were included in the SMARTA projects, including schemes across the EU. In addition, a scheme in my county is the Devon Work Hub scheme, which brings together a number of community and commercial work hubs.  The scheme raises their profile and aids easy access through information sharing.The other schemes include connected autonomous vehicles in Bad Birnach, replacing conventional transport services. A rural mobility hub in the Netherlands providing access to buses, taxis and bikes and the Finish National Mobility as a framework service.Bad Birnach: The use of autonomous shuttles to replace conventional transport services. Bad Birnach is a small municipality with 5700 inhabitants in Germany.Netherlands mobility hub: Includes buses, taxis and bikes.Rural transport program Ireland: Piloted in 2002 to enable local communities to provide targeted mobility services in rural areas. It was made permanent in 2005. In 2017, the services carried 1.9m passengers.MaaS: Part of the government aims to promote the use of digitalization in the transport sector.Devon work hubs: A network of flexible co-working spaces across Devon. There are over 23 hubs across Devon.https://ruralsharedmobility.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/Smarta-Report-on-rural-good-practices-web-version.pdf
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Opportunities for Rural towns and villages

• Greater potential for carbon savings per population head than urban settlements

• Greater carbon savings already seen in post covid behaviour change

• Towns and villages already have core facilities for local living

• Local Living offers greater viability for exiting or proposed services

• Investment opportunities at a local scale

• Technology offers renewed scalable mobility investment opportunities

Summary
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So in summary, Net Zero transport should really be seen as an opportunity for rural settlements.  Interventions at the most basic level such as local living will ensure the vibrancy and social cohesion that are often attributed to rural living.  Many of the facilities exist on a knife edge and changes in living and working practices, supported by local investment will help settlements thrive.And finally investment opportunities and the opportunity to embrace technology should help to provide greater mobility choice for all within our towns and villages and help to reduce dependence on the private car.



Thank you 
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